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Editor’s Note
This issue marks the first time that we’re both creating this PDF and posting the
work on individual pages on the Internet. We hope by doing this will meet the
needs of those who want to link to their own work but also for those who enjoy
reading the full issues. Please continue to read the whole issue: We liken this
process to making a mixtape (or a playlist for your mp3 player of choice). The order
in how the pieces are presented here is very deliberate.
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IT’S NOT COOL FOR A MAN TO LOVE CATS
If there’s one thing I’ve found, it’s that
it’s not cool for a man to love
cats. To be a dog man is to be a real
man: With his dog, a man can smother
and talk baby-talk. He can mother.
In secret, I stroke my cat’s neck and cry
into his purrs. He pushes against me
with a damp nose and wet feet, wet
from slapping at the surface of his water
dish. He cries as soon as I leave through
the front door or if he wakes and I’m away
in another room. Why can’t a man love
cats like dogs? I’ve heard that dogs,
with their slobber and stink, are more masculine.
Cats are just so girlish, they say. And I say, yes.
Which is maybe why it’s easier for me to pull
tight to my cat’s fur and hold his warm body
to my chest and feel the rumbling pulse of purrs.
It’s touch and warmth and gentleness
without romance. A dog acts the surrogate child,
while a cat is the sun and earth and love. But
when I look at my cat, the way he slinks with his head
so low, I think perhaps I’ve gone too far and that
he is, in fact, just a cat. Nothing of sun and earth
or love. An animal with hot blood and a desire
to be fed, which is what I am good for—the feeding
machine. And it doesn’t matter even a bit.
—Brian Baumgart
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ODE ON AN IRON
Ironing a shirt is
a lot like writing
poetry.
My pen drags
across a page’s
white space
as an iron pushes
over a shirt’s
wrinkled body.
Spitting out ink.
Puffing steam.
And at a certain
point I tend to
think
good enough.
—William Wright Harris
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KISS (1)
When two lips meet
all talking’s done,
the press and give
of flesh, the touch
of skin, the searching
tongues say more
than all the words
before or which
will come, and in
that bliss of silent
repose each knows
that deepest truth.

KISS (2)
I feel a bliss
when I recall
that each of us
will know a kiss.
I know despair
when every night
so many lips
go chapped and bare.

KISS (3)
Eyes are the first line of defense, to keep
danger at bay, and when you let another
mouth to mouth their reason to stay open
goes, and of their own accord they close.
—Robert Rothman
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LUPE
by
Doc Kimble

Lupe Gonzalez was a senior. I was a sophomore. She had a car. I hoofed
it. She knew a lot. I wanted to learn.
From the beginning there were no pretenses. She was not my girlfriend. I
was not her hombre. We didn’t hold hands. We didn’t kiss in front of others. I
couldn’t visit her at home. She never watched me play high school ball. She
was this and I was that. I asked her about it. She said, “You’ll learn.” She was
mistaken. I had too many years of Oklahoma public schooling.
Lupe introduced me to the ways of the Spanish. I introduced her to
Aikido. She introduced me to pot. I introduced her to guns. She was gentle. I
was not. Her beauty lay in her eyes and in the way she moved. Generations of
grace. Watching her move, fully clothed or naked, was well worth the price of
admission. She knew it.
Our institute of higher learning was an ancient Spanish cemetery on Old
Mission Road just south of Mission San Jose. On a clear, moonlit night, we
could see the airship hangars across the bay at Moffett Field. To the south,
Alviso and San Jose. To the north, Warm Springs, Irvington, and Fremont.
Today it’s all one big mess. Back then it was our world, cocooned in her
Chevrolet Impala. My heart was starting to slip. I told her I was in love. She
told me I was in heat.
Like every day of our time together, I went along for the ride; she always
got us there. Built like a tank, the driver’s side crumpled like a paper cup. I
tried to touch her face. She died. I wanted to.
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GRADUATION
Among well-wishers, onlookers
relatives and bored young siblings
we sit
in what is usually the basketball gym
we sit on the bleachers
wishing well, looking on, benevolent
Pompous and circumstantial
we sit as the band plays on
through speeches and honorary diplomas
We sit
avuncular, powerless, as people walk by
happy, satisfied, oblivious
In the tired smiles of the photographs
there is no sign of what is to come.
—Salvatore Attardo
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THE LORD’S SUPPER
As I take the silver
communion tray in my hand,
I am taken back to the church
I grew up in—
to the chalky yeast squares
served in thick white napkins,
how your feeble fingers fumbled
the wafer in waiting.
I can still see the two inch shot glasses
bearing frothy grape juice
room temperature, how you’d throw
your head back, eyes up, gulping
reciting the lord’s prayer
through thin, wrinkled lips—
So clearly, that tonight, I wait
to hear the hollow plinking
of cups meeting their ring resting place
predetermined in the back of the pews.
That’s how I always knew
communion was over.
—Jenny Billings Beaver
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HOME BURIAL
by
Kalela Williams

Mama always tells me I have a sixth sense, and maybe I do, because I
know that woman standing at our door is trying to pull my husband from me.
Maybe my sixth sense is just an intensity of the five senses God already gave
me. Maybe I heard her footsteps above the trill of crickets and gulp of tree frogs
sounding outside, heard her feet shift once, twice in hesitation before she
knocked on our door. Maybe I’m taking in the heavy scent of the gardenias still
blooming or the smell of the thick, green Dax she must use in her hair, wafting
through the open window.
I don’t say nothing, but the bowl of pecans I been holding between my
knees slide and just about tip over as I stand up. The hem of my skirt catches
a jumble of broken shells, but Mama’s already putting down the socks she
knitting to send to my cousin George overseas. He off somewhere, fighting in
that killing war. We both doing busywork, Mama and I. Trying to distract
ourselves from the thought of what we lost. I start to tell Mama not to open the
door, but her steps too quick.
That woman knock again. Sitting back down, I close my eyes. The room
becomes the hard, rapid sound of her knocks on the door. A few pecan shells
roll from the lip of my skirt and fall on the floor. I don’t open my eyes to see. I
just knew they fall. And then I hear the click of the lock sliding back, the
squeak of hinges that ain’t been oiled. I hear her voice, soft and weary, the edge
worn dull.
“Mrs. Beck.” She speak to Mama. Standing at our threshold, she must be
able to see the back of my head over top the sofa. How I ain’t combed my hair
this morning, last morning either. And won’t let Mama braid it. Let me braid
your hair, Dara. Let me braid it. You’ll feel better.
I’m too numb. Ain’t nothing going to make me feel better.
Ain’t nothing going to make me feel nothing.
***
When the letter came, Mama opened it. She been living with me ever
since Robbie left. He’d wanted it that way.
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“Don’t want you being in this big old house all by yourself,” he’d said, his
dark eyes shining above his smile. We both shared a laugh about that. Our
house here in Gadsden, South Carolina, it’s tidy and prettied up with the
yellow curtains I’d sewn and rugs I’d braided. But it ain’t no bigger than a
breadbox.
But we was proud of it. We owned it. I was the first in my family to own
any property, and us only in our twenties. Robbie had been to college, he was a
math teacher at the colored high school. I cleaned house for Mrs. Hilliard, the
doctor’s wife.
After Robbie left for Fort McClellan, with it just being me and Mama, she
fussed over me like I couldn’t do nothing for myself. Cooked for me like I ain’t
know one end of a frying pan from another. Washed my clothes, hung them up
on the clothesline out back. Ironed my maid’s uniforms with enough starch to
make them stand up on they own.
Lay her soft, brown arms around my shoulders three mornings ago, told
me Robbie been killed in Italy.
“Oh, Dara, I’m sorry,” Mama had stroked my hair. “Baby, I’m so sorry. So
sorry.”
I closed my eyes. Tried to pray, but the words wouldn’t come.
***
The U.S. government is shipping him like a package. Repatriation, they
called it in the letter. The word made me think of a tree being planted.
This morning, I told Mama, “We’ll bury him in the churchyard.” It was
hard to speak past the lump in my throat. I added, “I want a double
headstone.”
She seemed troubled by the way she folded her arms. It was like she was
drawing herself in.
“It’s what he’d want,” I said. “Robbie and me should be buried in the
church where we was married.”
“Honey.” She wrapped her arms around me. “You just twenty-two years
old. You can’t think about where you gon’ be buried.”
“We husband and wife, I got to think about this.”
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She shook her head like she wanted to tell me something. Looking me in
the eye, she said, “I heard from Robbie’s mama yesterday. She on her way
down.”
“For the funeral?” I asked. “Lord, can’t she give us time? We ain’t even
plan it yet.” I started to cry, thinking of his coffin. A long, dark shape in a silent
cargo hold. “He ain’t even got here.”
Mama sighed deeply, holding me tighter. “When he does, she gon’ take
him home.”
“But Mama,” I said. “Robbie’s coming home. This is his home. She don’t
need to take him nowhere.”
Closing my eyes, I pictured his family’s house. I been there only once. We
borrowed my uncle’s old beaten-up Cabriolet and drove to Philadelphia a few
weeks before our wedding. It was my first time meeting his folks. Lord, it wasn’t
much more than a year ago. But it felt like a whole other lifetime.
The Mattisons had a three-story townhouse, and it was the fanciest
home I’d ever seen a colored family living in. The outside was red brick with
white stenciled trim surrounding tall, bay windows. Inside was the kind of
furniture Mrs. Hilliard had, lace doilies covering every velvet armrest and
curios full of ceramic figurines.
Mr. Mattison was as quiet as an undertaker and didn’t speak much. Mrs.
Mattison, she had her long hair all twirled on top her head like a white lady’s,
and she wore white gloves and stockings. How she managed to get nylon
stockings with the war going on, I don’t know. She had a sharp way about her
and asked a lot of questions, but she looked like she ain’t want to be in the
same room with me.
I went to they church that Sunday. It wasn’t nothing like the little frame
chapel set back in the woods in Gadsden. This was a A.M.E. church, and it was
lavish: heavy gray stone, a soaring clock tower and steeple. Jewel-toned light
from stained glass windows washing rows of polished wood pews. The men had
on suits, the ladies hats with netting, silk roses, and feathers as glossy as their
just-pressed hair. Wearing a Swiss-dot dress I’d sewn from a Simplicity
pattern, I felt like I didn’t belong. I couldn’t ignore the heat of people’s eyes on
my backs, the unsaid questions folks asked. Where’s she from? Why does she
talk that way? What’s she wearing?
“Let’s take a walk for a few minutes,” Robbie said after the service. He
rested an arm around my shoulder, as if to protect me from the words of his
congregation. His mama and her friends clustered on the church steps, giving
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me sidelong looks. No doubt talking about me. How I never went to college.
How I come from a family of sharecroppers. How I ain’t good enough for Robbie.
Walking past the church cemetery, I noticed the name Mattison engraved
in bold, block letters on a large headstone. “That your family?” I asked.
He nodded toward the small plot, fenced in by an iron gate. It was
shaded by the sweep of a willow tree. “Sure is. Three generations of Mattisons
buried there.”
“Is that where you’ll want to be one day?”
He shook his head. Squeezing my hand, he said, “I want to be with you,
in Gadsden. In our own family plot. In the same churchyard where we’re going
to get married.”
I’d smiled. I could imagine our little house bursting with babies, our
babies. Us raising a family.
You know how you talk about something, but you don’t think about what
it mean?
We talked about that cemetery, Robbie and me. But we ain’t think about
death.
***
I can’t let Robbie be buried there, in that churchyard. All the way in
Philadelphia. Hundreds of miles away, a two day’s drive from me.
Standing in the doorway of our house, his mama speak like I ain’t there.
And I don’t turn my head to look at her.
“Mrs. Beck, I need you to help me. Please, I need you to talk to your
daughter.”
She try to speak again, but her voice tightens and fails, and she break
into heaving sobs.
I can’t stand to hear her no more. Shoving the bowl from my lap, I run
out of the room, jagged brown pecan shells scoring my feet. I whirl past a
corner, into the kitchen, taking in a fat cockroach sitting brazenly on the
countertop, and the cat curled and sleeping on a chair. Pushing aside the
screen door, I lose my step on the back porch and grab the crabapple tree that
crowds our walkway, steadying myself before I fall.
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In that pause of movement, I hear the broken sound of her all the way
from the front of the house. Hers are hard, choking sobs that leave no room for
breath.
This must be like hearing the voice of your own twin, I think, my own
grief easing its way up my throat.
In a moment I feel soft hands touching my shoulders. I think they
Mama’s, but when I turn around, I meet the reddened eyes of Robbie’s mother.
We have the same name. Both of us is Mrs. Mattison, and yet we want such
different things.
I’m too numb to push her away. Mama’s standing on the back porch. I
look to her for help, but she don’t give it.
“One day you’ll be a mother and you’ll understand,” Mrs. Mattison say.
I shake my head and start crying. Thinking about the babies Robbie and
I ain’t never going to have. The future that’s never going to be.
Mrs. Mattison touch my hair. “You have a whole life ahead of you. One
day you’ll meet someone else, maybe someone just as wonderful as my Robbie.
Our Robbie.” Her voice gets tight and strained.
“No, I won’t.” I shake my head again.
“He’d want you to have a family,” she say. “And you will. Maybe you’ll
stay here in South Carolina. Maybe you’ll move up north. Or out west to
California.” She look into my eyes. “Robbie’s home will always be in
Philadelphia.”
“His home right here,” I protest. “He bought this house, he—”
“No,” she say firmly. “The house he was raised in. The church he grew up
with. That churchyard. With his family. With me.” She touch her heart. “You’ll
find another husband. But I’ll never have another son.”
In that moment, something come to me. Maybe it’s the sixth sense Mama
tells me I have. But this ain’t nothing I hear or see. It’s something I feel.
It’s in those moments Mama rocked me in her lap, when I was small
enough to fit there.
Mama, do you love me, I’d ask.
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More than you understand. A palm smoothing back my hair. ’Cause I’m
your mother. Always will be.
Lord, I loved Robbie. Loved him so much. But does love between a
husband and wife change? Does it move on?
He’ll be sent home soon. I know it. I feel his mother’s hand on my
shoulder, squeezing gently, pleadingly. The air feels like wet cotton. I look up.
The sky is pale and silvery like slate, like stone. Soft clouds tumble above us,
below heaven.
Oh, Robbie.
The sky tells me rain’s coming, but it don’t give me answers.
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SHE SAYS SHE CAN SMELL
She says she can smell the scent of my music
with all the smoky voices and greased-back
hair. She says her fingers feel dirty
when they touch the tattoo on the back
of my neck that says negro. One of the
blackest words we’ve ever heard. I feel
daggers with each fingernail.
—Brian Baumgart
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KISS (4)
The first time lips meet,
self to self,
the mix of bodies,
the sudden bliss,
presages the greater joinder
and deeper rift.

KISS (5)
When I see a long-necked bird—its mouth fast on
a flower, drinking nectar with greedy
abandon, its wings fluttering as the golden liquid
touches tongue—I long for those unexpected
turns on stairs or rooms I think empty and you
there. Wordlessly, our lips find their matching pair.

KISS (6)
In the middle of the night
I sometimes awake
To pitch-black dark and cold.
Guided by the sound of your breath
I navigate toward your mouth.
Once, it happened: you smiled
And a crescent of teeth illuminated
My way toward a kiss as soft
As fog obscuring the moon.
—Robert Rothman
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PRAYER
The girl in the photograph
doesn’t have bones.
She moves like a jellyfish,
a manta ray, swimming
in a memory I can’t
hold.
She swims in a water
of sleep, like a wish
she surfaces, rises
into blue, incandesces,
then vanishes
within.
I trace the shimmer
of her path as she swims
underwater, descends
into the deep
where light moves
slower, where loss
lengthens.
Glimmering, she fades like an angelfish whispering in sleep.
—Heather Holliger
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Silver Spine
—K. A. Hubbard
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THE PERFECT RECIPE
Preparation was foreplay
A whole seasoned chicken
Salt and pepper exterior
Rosemary, garlic, lemon zest
Defiling the dead beast
Garnished in oriole carrots
Purple, red, white potatoes
We placed it afire on the rack
Oven-baked glaze bubbling
Frothy simmered juices
I pushed her against the fridge
Through the French pantry door
Our entwined tongues basted
Our squirming bodies collided
Clanging warped cookie sheets
Ravenously the knife chopped
The breadboard resonating
Rhythmic and balmy music
Our sweat the moist air
Breathtakingly hypnotic
Savory kitchen enchantments
We swayed and smoldered
Stomach-growling scents
Smoke puffs in celestial skies
Tastefully dispersing to dream
—Joe Amaral
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Not that we would ever
but just once let’s bone china
silver spoon, crack corn,
lay the law down.
Let’s doily.
Let’s rummage.
Let’s milkweed and parsnips.
I say: take off that chemise
shuck shoes and shimmy
like champagne on moon glass.
Let’s wiggle like glowworms.
Let’s romp and rumba
drop and roll
spit and polish
ball and chain
kick and scream
loud and long high and wide.
Let’s shed this itchy damn skin,
shuffle this mortal coil
roll our own bones
and make it happen like thunder
just this precious once.
—Ron Antonucci
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KISS (7)
When a mouth can no longer form a kiss, pull lips into a pucker,
bestow that small bubble of touch to another, life has lost its bliss.

KISS (8)
No butterfly ever alighted
more delicately than your
eyelash against my cheek.
No spring rain falls
softer than your kisses
on my unsuspecting neck.
No greater peace
comes to closed eyes
than the seal of lips.

KISS (9)
The heart would be a desert,
a parched land without the kiss,
where only stunted, scraggly plants
with insides shriveled, could exist.
—Robert Rothman
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26.9
by
Anthony J. Mohr

Mike Nader and I never met. When I was a freshman at Beverly Hills
High School, he was a junior. When Nader and I passed each other in the halls,
we passed each other in the halls. Neither of us said “hi.” We were a species
apart, the Greek god and the geek. He had a chiseled face, sweeping brown hair
that skimmed his eyebrows, a square jaw, and a level look. I had none of the
above. I debated, because I wanted to go to law school and change the world.
Mike surfed, and he changed my world.
I’m sure he didn’t mean to. Years later, journalist Sheila Weller would
write in Vanity Fair that Nader and his pals, Duane King and Larry Shaw (I
never met them either), day-tripped to Malibu in order get away from parents
who ranged from violent to “perpetually inebriated,” and the beach offered
freedom as well as girls. There, one summer day in 1961, a photographer for
Life magazine spotted Mike Nader, got him to don a tuxedo, and then took
pictures of him surfing in it. Life published the shot and, according to the
conventional wisdom, the image drew national attention to the sport, which
was already on the teenage radar screen thanks to the movie Gidget. Nine
months later—that is to say, in June of my freshman year—Beverly High’s
yearbook, The Watchtower, reprinted the Nader photo.
It was a unique gesture by the school. We had no surfing club, yet the
yearbook devoted two pages to surfing—more space than it allotted to most of
our “approved extracurricular activities.” Even the honor clubs were rationed to
at most a page. Meanwhile, Mike Nader, Duane King, and Larry Shaw rated
individual photos of themselves nose riding and catching the hard ones at
Malibu. Before long, American International Pictures would cast Nader, his
sister Stephanie, Duane King, and Larry Shaw in the Frankie and Annette
movies like Beach Party, Bikini Beach, and Beach Blanket Bingo. Their parts
would be small but all-important, because it was the kids in the background—
“the scene”—who made audiences yearn. They shimmied, they tossed beach
balls, and they smooched while Annette Funicello and Frankie Avalon sang to
each other. The scene was everything in these films, and it took Mike Nader
and his clones to create it. “Bonehead’s really left the scene,” Annette said of
one Beach Blanket Bingo boy who chose to spend some time alone, and she
was worried sick about him.
I wasn’t the slightest bit jealous. Life wasn’t unfair because the yearbook
staff had failed to feature me in the library, researching that year’s debate topic
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(federal aid to education). My grades were high, and I’d won a few gold medals
at speech tournaments. Those one-square-inch charms featuring Demosthenes
were what counted, or so I thought. I had no desire to get up on a board. I’d fall
and crack my head on it and forget how to conjugate French verbs. Instead of
surfer girls, I wanted someone within the reach of my daydreams who wouldn’t
break out laughing if I asked her to the Pigskin Prom.
If anything, my crowd laughed at them. The honor club to which I
belonged, The Knights, issued a weekly schedule of activities, and I renamed it
The Serf. Two of us endorsed a surfer for student body president. He’s got the
qualifications, we wrote, including “a steady 4.0-foot average.” For an afterschool talent show, three of us wrote Surfers Unite, a terrible song full of
doggerel. I skipped a WAGS (Wednesday Afternoon Gab Session) debate to
perform it. In our best Stanley Kowalski accents, Jim and I sang with glee while
Mark chanted “surf surf surf surf,” but at the height of this ridicule, I imagined
myself in a pipeline. A blonde lingered at the edge of the crowd, someone who, I
had been told, ditched school to surf. I looked straight at her big eyes and
belted out, “There’ll be a surfer girl for you and me.” She tilted her head. She
probably thought we were longing, not mocking, and now I can admit she was
right.
That’s when I began to realize that deep in my bookish mind was a space
that enjoyed the fact that surfers walked among us on campus. As I typed
factoids onto four-by-six index cards for easy retrieval in the heat of a debate, I
hoped that one day my brilliant second affirmative speech would turn me bold
and free, like Nader, King, and Shaw. Surfers deserved their eminence, even if
they couldn’t solve quadratic equations, because they triumphed in a literal
place apart, a body of water that curved from Malibu to Asia. None of the
school’s “approved extracurricular activities” removed you from the North
American continent and challenged you to return while balancing on a
fiberglass plank. No one was as daring as these mermen, certainly not the
varsity football team. Hell, I watched one of our players miss a high kick when
he shielded his eyes against the November sun. Years later, our star
quarterback told me that once, when he called a play during a huddle, his
receiver had replied, “Steve, I want to be a surgeon. I can’t risk breaking a
finger to catch that ball if I’m going to be tackled.”
Surfers may have been dunces, but they were our dunces, and they
made Beverly High more special than, with its money and celebrity kids, it
already was. After winning a speech tournament, it was bracing to slum to a
surfer’s beat—Dick Dale and the Del-Tones, Jan and Dean, the Beach Boys.
One morning during my junior year, the clock radio snapped me awake with
“Surfin’ Bird.” As in, “Suuuuuuurrrrrfin’ biiiiiirrd. Bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb, yaa
yaa waaa yaaah/Pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa/Pa-papa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-ooma-mow-mow…” I put on the
Pendleton shirt my mother had bought and wore it as proudly as the Mickey
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Mouse Club ears she had given me eight years earlier. “Surfin’ Bird” made me
bounce through the day, starting with first-period forensics where, after an
articulate rebuttal speech, I felt so above the Trashmen’s brainless lyrics.
“Don’t just quote the Statistical Abstract. Use logic,” my debate coach had
always said, and this morning I had. I had convinced him why “social security
benefits should be extended to include complete medical care.” (My junior-year
debate topic.) Mr. Klotz was hard to convince when it came to medicine.
Thanks to the war, he was missing an ear.
“Hang five,” a teammate said to me when the class was over. There was a
snippet of sneer in our banter, but had I listened to my thoughts—listened
carefully—I would have admitted not only that I wanted to join Mike Nader, but
thought I might someday. It would just happen, the way California teenagers
used to believe good things would come their way. One afternoon after a
debate, a girl with ironed blond hair and a tan would approach me. It wouldn’t
matter that she got a C in trig. She’d lend me a board and lead me to a break
where we’d paddle out together, and I’d stand up and ride. Nader would shake
my hand when I emerged from the foam. The girl would reward me with a kiss,
then more kisses that night at a beach party in Malibu.
One reason for my buoyancy was that I was partway there: I could
bodysurf. Of course, bodysurfing impressed nobody in the Southland. It was
something we all did—another reason why the mid-sixties summers stand out.
Gary, Mark, Brian, Rich, Larry, Lee, Joe, Dick, Eric, and I hit Tee’s Beach, a
spot near the California Incline where the Beverly kids gathered. We baked on
our towels, sunscreen-free, radios going, and we talked about nothing.
Joe rolled onto his back. “What’s next year’s topic?” he asked.
Before I could say “nuclear disarmament,” “House of the Rising Sun”
came over the transistor. “Hey, the Animals,” Eric said. He sounded half asleep.
I drowsed until a set of waves reared up—puny by Nader standards, but
strong enough to bounce my soft body around. “Outside,” Gary hollered. Then
every sense snapped to and I raced into the chilly Pacific. After a good ride, I
became ebullient. At the time I thought it was because I had lots of debate
cards in my file and planned to apply to eastern schools, places that would
never take Nader. Now I know better.
My feelings were due, in part, to Mike Nader, Larry Shaw, and Duane
King, archetypes of a culture that had turned the beach into a teenage Eden
that stretched from Point Conception to the Mexican border. I craved it.
Burgers and fries were cheap, parking cost a dollar, adults were scarce, and
the waves were free. In no other place did I feel as good as on that sandy
ribbon. Sure, part of that traced to the sound of the white tide, the gentle
warmth of silicon granules against my fingers, and the sun, of course the sun.
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A sun that was, as Eugene Burdick had written years earlier, during the same
month the Russians had launched Sputnik 1, “a kind sun...a sun designed for
Utopia.” But it also was because, by playing on the lip of the continent, even
without a board, I felt, at least a bit, like Mike Nader. But I wasn’t. No talent
scout would add me to the scene in Beach Blanket Bingo, no surfer girl would
jog my way, and nobody would tell me how to get to 26.9.
***
My debate partner uttered that number once, and it may have been the
only time I heard him stammer. I knew that 26.9 referred to a beach, but that’s
like calling the Great Pyramid a building. 26.9 was an acroamatic Xanadu of
boys and girls deep into rites that were more thrilling when performed on sand
somewhere beyond Malibu, where the Santa Monica Mountains plunged to the
sea. The decimal appeared in my senior yearbook, followed by the word miles.
But 26.9 miles from what? Tee’s Beach? The high school? Without directions,
“26.9 miles” became a worthless hint meant to tease, not inform.
I could have hunted for 26.9, driven there on a Sunday afternoon in my
parents’ Bonneville, trudged from cove to cove, watched the inbound waves.
But I never did. The trip would not have answered my questions. In my mind,
26.9 called for the dark, with silhouettes of football stars and class princesses,
hands linked and facing the ocean. By daybreak they’d be gone. They’d leave
no trace.
Once, after being eliminated in the semifinals of a debate tournament, I
sat through the final round. The contest had run late, and a power outage
forced the closing arguments to occur in the dark. The staff lit at least ten
candles so the contestants could read their cards and make notes. “Can’t say it
isn’t romantic,” the speaker told a packed classroom. The candles framing him
should have made the scene medieval, but to me the shaky light evoked a
campfire at 26.9, where I knew our surfers would gather that night. Maybe
Mike Nader was among them. “Can’t say we don’t have a case to prove,” the
speaker went on. He raised an arm, pointed at the three judges, and convinced
them that social security benefits should not be extended to include complete
medical care.
***
It came the last week of my senior year: an invitation to a party at 26.9.
The event was set for 6:30 p.m., Thursday, June 17, 1965, the day before
graduation. The four classmates who organized this romp knew how to party.
Three were varsity athletes. The fourth was a girl with shoulder-length hair
flipped just so.
Never mind that the summons was not personal. It was a mimeographed
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sheet in the trademark blue ink of the era. I expected nothing less. Surfers
didn’t send engraved invitations. I memorized the directions—directions!
Finally, they were telling me how to find their wonderland: 26.9 miles beyond
the intersection of Sunset Boulevard and the Pacific Coast Highway. The
densely detailed instructions contained a trail map to the right spot. “Bring
your own hot dogs, etc. Bring your own wood. Bring your own everything....
Bring your old notebooks—we’ll burn them.” That meant a campfire, the sine
qua non of any good beach party. My younger sister had an older friend who
enjoyed telling stories. His latest had featured the narrator atop a cliff, peering
down at eight fires—“eight bitchin’ parties on the beach”—but when he tried to
go there, a naked seven-foot Mexican had appeared out of the night and barred
his way. That wouldn’t happen to me. I had their map, and few people went
naked in 1965. I’d go there alone, so when I met a surfer girl, I wouldn’t be
locked into anyone else’s schedule. And I’d take my parents’ 1964 T-Bird in
order to impress my surfer girl.
***
There was a fire, all right, but no surfboards anywhere. There were no
blonds either. I heard the waves, but no music. There probably were blankets,
but I stumbled over no bodies. I wandered around 26.9, a wad of index cards in
hand, and talked with a couple of classmates who were definitely not surfers.
One asked if I planned to debate in college. A heavyset girl said that she
wanted to learn how to surf. I smelled nothing edible. The char from the fire
mixed with the salty air, which soon got cold, because June nights are chilly in
California. Before long, the party began to whimper away. If our hosts were
there, I never saw them. Now that I had arrived, they had vanished, like
Amazonian Indians into the jungle, leaving behind their guests, none of whom,
as far as I could tell, held hands.
I went home. I needed my rest for Grad Night, which I would enjoy not
with a beach babe, but with a future oncologist whose shoulder-length hair
was curly and black and with whom I laughed a lot and never talked about
surfing. In the back of my car were my debate cards; I didn’t burn them. They
exist to this day, in storage somewhere. That’s more than I can say for Mike
Nader and 26.9. They left my mind when the president of the board of
education put a diploma in my hand, and for over forty years they stayed away.
I must have driven the Pacific Coast Highway a hundred times during those
decades. Never once did I slow down when I passed 26.9. Usually I was in a
hurry to get to a deposition or, after becoming a judge, to conferences up north
or back to my courthouse to preside over a trial.
***
Then I came down with the flu.
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It took a low-grade fever for me to watch Beach Blanket Bingo. When it
was released in 1965, I had probably opted for Dr. Zhivago. But tonight I
needed fluff, and the film happened to be on demand. Growing up around
celluloid had given me an overheated fantasy life, and it’s still easy to flick that
switch.
Frankie and Annette did not take me back. It was the kids in the
background; they’re the ones who monkeyed with my memory. By day they
frolic on the shore. At night they dance on some patio. In one scene, they make
dinner together and listen to Donna Loren sing as she roasts a hot dog in the
fireplace. “It Only Hurts When I Cry” is her song, and before it’s over, Mike
Nader starts to cry, but then he’s cutting up onions. When Donna finishes, the
group applauds, she smiles, starts to laugh, and waggles her hot dog before
eating it. They’re all safe and happy in the airy Malibu pad where they live, I
assume, rent-free since none of them has a summer job.
I imagined, almost believed, that I was looking at 26.9—not as it was on
June 17, 1965, when the kahunas had allowed me a peek—but as it really had
been, when each day had offered the surf and each night, cuddles and more.
Never mind that Beach Blanket Bingo had been shot during the winter and the
cast had shivered in the water. It didn’t matter that some location scout had
chosen Paradise Cove, where there’s no surf, instead of Zuma Beach, two miles
north, where there is surf. Forget that, when I Googled the film, I learned that
Nader, Shaw, and King had had miserable home lives. I still fantasized, almost
out loud, about joining their scene.
Recently, I asked several high school classmates if they knew what 26.9
was. Not just any classmates: the homecoming queen, the quarterback, the
star dancer, the senior class president. One said, “It sounds very vaguely
familiar, but maybe I’m imagining it.” She wasn’t. It was real, then, but it has
slipped into that part of memory where unfulfilled dreams go—there to linger
until something revives them and makes me yearn again.
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ANNIVERSARIES
I thought of you yesterday.
It’s been awhile.
You used to be in every thought, every breath.
Maybe I’ll visit your father’s grave—
the last place I saw you, your deceit
under a white November sky.
Maybe I’ll send your daughter a card,
today’s her birthday. Did you remember?
I called your mother, told her how much she meant
to me. Her open smile that skipped a generation.
These little anniversaries, touchstones of a life together.
But you. I haven’t thought to send you anything.
You took so much already. Shared it with someone else.
I’ve been split and spilled. The gathering back took more
than I had and left me gasping, grasping.
I lie on the ground and look at the stars.
Let today be the last mention of you.
—KB Ballentine
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WOOD-COLORED, DRINK-FILLED BREEZE
by
Jasmon Drain

You are not over her. Not even a little bit.
In my opinion it’s been enough time—enough that the promises you
should be making to me would come from your mouth easily, like that grunt
you release when we make love or the way you chatter your bottom teeth while
sleeping. It would just happen without thinking.
See, I know because I wait for you. I’ve been waiting for you a long while
now. Every time she calls you listen to her cry about a husband she tells you
over and over she still loves, but you listen because you say you’re her friend
and she needs you to be there. He works late nights and she calls at two in the
morning while you’re lying in our bed in your underwear. Your thin legs would
be spread widely because you’d just finished a short term of breathing while
atop me and you’d answer the phone quickly… I’ve gotten used to all that.
Even learned to accept the fact that those calls were just a part of who you
were. The total package. I shouldn’t have a problem with any of that. Because
you accepted our son—who’s not yours—who calls you daddy and holds your
hand and loves when you pick him up from school.
There were nights I’d be sitting in the kitchen after washing dishes,
smoking a cigarette, and freshly polishing my nails that maroon shade you like.
Our kitchen was shaped in a circle that irritated me when I had to clean. It
seemed as though everywhere I turned, there was 306 degrees of manly mess
to maneuver. There were peas on the floor, ketchup stains smeared along the
table like paint, and half-empty glasses of juice and cheap wine. Each time I
cleaned the kitchen, I’d chip, peel, or wash away some of the polish of my nails.
And I desperately desired their perfection when those brown eyes of yours
landed on them. I’d watch you resting on the couch, me sitting on one of the
leather bar stools with a cigarette between the first two fingers of my left hand
and puffing it tightly. Our living room was directly to the left of the kitchen. The
couch was ironically maroon as well, and rather long, long enough that the six
feet of your body fit perfectly along it. Our son would lie next to you, on the left
side, snuggled neatly into your chest. My light skin was still red from the heat
of dishwater. You both would be soundly sleeping, and I’d admire those
perfectly centered hairlines along your foreheads. That was usually the most
disturbing and uplifting part of my day: you and our son resting together.
We never told him the truth.
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We never planned to tell him the truth.
He should have been yours, and you acted like he was. So, yes, I figured
I could deal with some things from you. And her calling at night, or in the
mornings while I fixed your tie for work, during dinner, or when we made love,
didn’t bother me. Not much at all. It didn’t even affect me that whenever you
got drunk from whiskey or whatever that wood-colored drink was you
consumed on weekends, you’d call her name a few times while we slept. You’d
wrap your left leg over mine, curling me under you like a bird protecting chicks
with wings. Your body was so warm, and you breathed hard, slightly snoring.
That wood-colored, drink-filled breeze hit the back of my neck softly. It felt as
though you were tapping my shoulder. When I heard her name, I told myself
you’d simply made a mistake. In fact, I wished our names were the same. Then,
I’d be able to maneuver those thoughts like puzzle pieces, making it seem as
though you were speaking directly to me.
When you and she talked on the phone, I’d pretend to be asleep with my
left ear pinned to the air. It was easy to listen to the hoarseness of her
distraught voice as she cried over him. You’d be so attentive. I’d lie there in
bed, stiff and wondering if I could get my voice to match the pitch she achieved.
I’m not an emotional woman.
I’m no crier.
Not a complainer.
You said those were the main things you loved about me. With that, I’d
turn any resentful feelings off—off like the switch on the ceiling fan of our living
room that you said sobered you while drunk. I’d move around and take a peek
at you from the corners of my eyes, loathing the way your mouth curved in
corners when you were focused. The phone was tight in your right hand,
pressed even tighter to you ear, without a bit of air separating the two. Maybe
you thought words would be lost in the exchange. When you’d roll over onto
your side, I always noticed that the dark skin of your back was freckled and
dry like beach sand. It made me feel better to know that you weren’t totally
perfect. But I touched you anyway. Each time you’d flinch and roll farther
away, continuing to talk.
Her voice flooded our bedroom like water in a fish tank, but with no
filters for breathing. She told you she loved him and you said you know and
she said he doesn’t appreciate what they have and you said he should because
she was a catch.
Whenever you described her, she sounded unrealistically beautiful, like
an airbrushed model or a set of teeth the moment braces were removed. She
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was definitely prettier than me. I’d picture long and jet-black eyelashes, a
mouth blossoming like flowers, and blemish-free cheeks. She’d have nice
curves on her hips and no baby fat. She had no kids.
Sometimes I’d be thinking of her while standing in the kitchen, cigarette
hanging loosely from my mouth. I’d stare at you as you slept on the couch.
Your mouth always hung open slightly, allowing your crooked top teeth to
show. I’d have in-depth conversations with the crown of your head as you
rested with our son, asking you what you saw in her, and you’d tell me you
have no feelings for her, and I’d say it wasn’t fair to me that you two still talked
on the phone. But those conversations never really happened. I didn’t say a
word.
I’d simply continue biting pretty polish from my nails and washing
dishes.
I knew that before me you wanted to marry her, although you never said
it. A man talks to a woman he almost married in a certain way: soft yet bitter,
like his words are empty bottles of champagne he didn’t sip during the
reception or frosting from a cake not sweetened properly.
Your talking on the phone gave me plenty of time to think. I’d remember
you saying I was the most understanding woman you ever dated. That made
me feel as proud as a college diploma and as cheap as a one-night stand.
Dated.
You still looked at me like that. After four and a half years of being
together, holding hands, thinking of buying houses, your raising of my son who
looks like you, sharing apartments and keys to each others cars; me making
payments on your student loans, late dinners with baked macaroni, steak, and
green peas; and listening to you talk of how wrong she’d done you.
You still saw me as a date. I wasn’t her. Wasn’t the kind of woman you
thought of as marrying. Maybe I was more your friend, an extended rebound
helping you figure your value.
Like the time she called you after he moved out and she couldn’t meet
the monthly bills; you loaned her money. Or when her car broke down on the
Dan Ryan and green radiator fluid leaked like it was being poured from a
bottle, you fixed that too. Said you would always be there for her, no matter
what, no matter who.
That’s when I realized you were not over her. Probably never would be.
And I wonder further, as I’ll surely have to spend the next four years of my life
getting over you, trying not to love you from a distance, or maybe simply
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thinking of you in another city far from Chicago and its ignored neighborhoods.
I’ll get over us with someone the same way you used me for her: late-night calls
in sensual tones, loans of money we can’t afford, unconsciously biting the
pretty polish of nails, and destroying the self-esteem of someone you will never
meet. I’ll get over you. I promise. Eventually.
Problem is, as cute is my son is, and as much as he looks like he
should’ve been ours, I wonder if he’ll ever get over it.
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SILENCE AT THE OTHER END
Phone rings. I answer.
No response. Someone’s there.
I can hear breath, background noise.
I string together some “hello”s,
a “what do you want.”
I don’t hang up. I take
the silence personally.
I need the contact. Anonymous
will have to do. Then I go quiet.
The mystery on the other end
continues. No crime by this.
Maybe the heart that has no way
to speak. Maybe the past, so lived
it can’t live any more.
Eventually, a faint click on
the other end. Dial tone.
I hold the phone, connected
now to nobody but me.
I listen to darkness, pain, despair.
The message is from everything,
anonymous excepted.
—John Grey
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WAITING
In the dimness of the hallway just
outside my open door
she waits
patient—
waits to be invited in?
But I already did and she
made no move
stands there, sits there, lies there
looking in
as if to say it’s no matter
to her
in or out
dares me to shut the door in her face
serene in a dark hallway
she’s made keeping me
waiting
into something between an art
and a creepy science.
—Jeffrey Park
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ANNE’S DOLLS
Some dolls are signifiers,
others are just dolls.
The ones that signify appear
to be resting on shelves on
furniture on the way to another
place, another life, eternal as
a child of the undead is, denied
youth but cursed with an
understanding, a desire that can
never be realized or fulfilled.
The dolls with one eye open
and the other shut, are observers
of tragedies, travesties involving
a sickness of blood, indiscretions
so perverse nothing living is allowed
to see. The other dolls all have
their houses to fall back on, beds in
which to lie; their lives are simple,
they never age.
—Alan Catlin
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WHAT I REMEMBERED
I was only six,
old enough to never forget.
We were in a hurry that day,
late to my ballet lesson.
Mama was driving, talking out the side
of her mouth, You never, ever listen.
And she smacked my bare leg. I think
I remember the sound and the red mark.
I knew she wished I would cry, hoped I would
say I was sorry as if that would make it all right.
She was looking at me when it happened.
I saw it coming. Go back, stop, I screamed.
I saw the blur of red fur, heard the horrible
thump against my door. Mama stopped the car.
She never came all the way around or kneeled
down or stroked the red fur wet with blood. I saw.
God damn dog, she muttered. I opened my mouth.
Shut up. It’s all your fault. And don’t you ever forget.
—Carol Carpenter
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STALL
by
Mekiya Walters

I stared down the camera’s envious green eye and spoke in a clear,
steady voice to America, as if to a child, “I have been married to my wife for
twenty-three years, and I have been married to God my entire life. I’ve never
been unfaithful to either.” Christine perched stiffly beside me, latticework
fingers interlaced in her lap. My arm rested around her shoulders.
Goodman crossed his legs one over the other, gazing down his lumpy
nose at me like a judge presiding. “Then how do you respond to the recent
allegations that a video has come to light depicting you engaged in sexual
activities with a man?” His arms lay on his plush green chair’s broad armrests,
and his feet tapped leisurely in time with his dark, darting eyes. Our love seat
sat catty-corner to his throne, creating an angle that channeled attention
toward the center of his boxy stage, travesty of a living room, dominated by his
chosen centerpiece, his “evidence.” A round teal rug lay between us,
punctuated by the four stubby wooden legs of a mahogany coffee table. On one
end of the table sat a lamp and a stack of magazines, faux-domestic, and on
the other lay the VHS tape.
I drew my arm away from Christine and sat forward, engaging the
enemy. “Well, Clark, we have to remember how old this tape is. I’ve seen
samples from the footage, and it is extremely dark, extremely grainy, very
difficult to tell who the people in the video actually are.”
“So you’ve seen the footage yourself?” Goodman asked. “You’ve actually
viewed it?”
“Portions of it, yes. Not the explicit sections, of course.”
“I was under the impression the entire tape was explicit!” He laughed,
and I forced out a chuckle too.
“I couldn’t tell you, Clark.”
A dull, weary ache throbbed in my spine, but I didn’t dare lean back.
Reclining in one of these huge cushions would be tantamount to lying down, a
surrender. The table lamp shone weakly, almost invisible under the harsh glare
of Goodman’s halogen lamps. If I relaxed, I would become a patient on the
psychiatrist’s sofa, a victim splayed on the operating table while the
proctologist behind me wielded his publicity probe.
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“You are aware, I’m sure,” Goodman continued as I pushed sweat up my
brow with my sleeve, “that resolution imaging technology has allowed for more
accurate analysis of the footage. And a number of face recognition programs
claim to recognize you.”
“What stuns me, Clark,” I shot back, faking the politeness, not faking the
fatigue, “is the amount of attention that’s being focused on this tape. We could
be spending this energy repairing the economy or confronting the education
crisis, but instead experts have decided that it’s more important to…to
mudsling! The people analyzing the footage must be aware that any evidence
will be inconclusive at best! There are over six billion people in this world, and
many of them have access to computers and photo-editing technology. There is
simply no way to verify the identity of anyone on that tape.” I turned away from
Goodman, away from Christine, turned to face the camera, America’s eye, my
audience waiting for a good, strong statement. “And let me assure you, I am not
on that tape. I have never had sexual relations or considered having sinful
sexual relations with a man, and I never will.”
“And what about you, Mrs. Gibson?” Goodman asked. “What do you
think of what’s been said about your husband?”
“Well.” She reached over and placed her cool hand on mine, patted it
lightly. “I agree with Leonard. For his political opponents to claim that he
once…engaged in acts like those is terribly offensive and frankly ridiculous. My
husband has never…Leonard’s an honest man, a man of God, and I have
always stood by him.”
Goodman leaned forward and reached out for Christine’s hand. “Thank
you very much, Mrs. Gibson. Leonard, it’s been a pleasure.” He offered me his
lizard paw too, and I took it, shook it, squeezed.
“Thank you, Clark.”
“That was Congressman Leonard Gibson and his wife Christine,” he
announced to the camera, “addressing the recent allegations that he appears in
a thirty-year-old S&M sex tape—”
Leave them with that in their heads, why don’t you. Insidious bastard!
“And this is the Clark Goodman show. We will return in a moment—”
I didn’t listen. I waited for the camera to blink red, and as soon as it did,
I stood up and searched the room for an assistant. A young aide with bright
blue eyes and sandy brown hair—Roger, I think—stood by the door like a
handsome Greek statue. “I’ll be back in a minute,” I told Christine and she
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nodded.
“All right, I’ll wait for you outside.”
I turned my back on Goodman before he could throw me any more of his
stretched smiles and approached Roger. “Which way is the restroom?”
“That way, sir.” He pointed down the hall.
I emerged from the stuffy studio into the cool hallway, full of fluorescent
lights that hummed and leached stark colors from the walls, turning everything
soft and pale. I walked briskly, feet padding on the burgundy carpet. There was
no one in sight. When I reached the bathroom door, I let my hand rest for a
moment on the handle. It felt good under my palm, solid and cool. I pulled the
door open and entered the pale echo chamber. The stalls lined up like men
with their backs turned. I scanned them and selected the one with the least
graffiti. The door banged shut hard, the bolt snapped into place, and I grappled
with the zipper on my pants.
The damned made-for-TV bastard! Spinning his story like a top, that’s
what he was doing! My zipper came loose and I reached in, felt around, got
hold of the little man, and dragged him out into the light. All that talk of face
recognition software and resolution imaging technology! The tape was made
thirty years ago, for Christ’s sake! They didn’t have any of that back then! It’s
like reading the Bible, thinking it was written in 1975! Truth may not change,
but how we look at it damn well does. I squeezed like I was wringing a balding
rat’s neck, shook it, shook it, shook it until my knees buckled and white
spurted out onto the toilet lid.
I stood breathing hard, staring down at the glistening arc I’d made,
clenching and unclenching my fist. There was a time when I would have torn a
strip of toilet paper off the dispenser, made that plastic roll-snap! resonate off
the tiles, and erased the pearly streak from the seat. But now I couldn’t bring
myself to bother. I wiped my palm on my hip and did my business, aiming my
bubbling yellow stream into the toilet bowl so that it spat back at me from the
roiling surface.
The smug bastard had enjoyed himself. You could see it in his eyes. I’d
just as soon not have accepted his invitation, ignored the tape until the whole
thing blew over. But if I didn’t rise to the challenge, people would assume I was
hiding something. And it wasn’t over; there would be more interviews, more
self-assured talk show hosts wielding their opinions like gavels, more absurd
accusations, and the necessary self-edited rhetoric. More and more.
The tiles at my feet slanted down toward a round, grated hole. A
translucent strip of toilet paper clung to the edge of the drain, dryness tingeing
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its edge. That tape had stayed hidden for thirty years, so why was it out now?
Where had it come from? Who was after me this time?
I looked down at my fingers, sticky now, and wiped them again on my
hip. There’s nothing sexual about this, relieving myself in a bathroom. Nothing
sinful. I’m not a Catholic, after all! If people didn’t have to relieve themselves
now and again, we wouldn’t have indoor plumbing in the first place! I struggled
with my zipper again, pushed and squeezed myself back into my pants. What’s
the difference between my hand and somebody else’s anyway? When it comes
right down to it, what’s the difference between a hand and a foot? A hand and a
mouth? A hand and an armpit, dark and squeaky in leather, the crook of a
black vest. A studded black collar around a throat. A mattress hidden in a dark
room, filling up the space with its mustiness and the squeak of ancient
springs. Chains and black twine, and some sort of hammock apparatus
suspended from the ceiling, swaying creakily like gallows. A whip decked out in
red feathers that tickled my throat.
I blinked at the porcelain tiles, shook my head, coughed, covered my
mouth (a reflex). I wiped my palm on my pants. It was dark in the tape. Grainy.
Filmed in black and white, and you could barely distinguish the static from the
shadows. No one could make out faces. There couldn’t be more than a few
frames where you actually saw them anyway. Mostly it was just limbs and
chains and leather. I hadn’t even known we were being filmed at the time. Who
was that son of a bitch anyway—and who did he think he was? Just because he
was big and knew what he was doing, didn’t give him the right to videotape the
whole thing! I’d have destroyed the footage then and there if I’d known, kept all
of this from happening. Marched right over and torn the tape from the cassette,
ripped out lengths and lengths of coppery-brown film, draped myself and him
in it, wrapped it around him maybe, pulled until he went white and bulged,
and then, then we’d have done something worth filming!
I reached out and pushed the toilet’s silver handle, watched the water
rush and swirl into the yellow bowl and surge away down the pipes. The hiss
and gurgle filled the bathroom, magnified in echoes and followed by the
satisfied trickle of fresh water breathing into the bowl. I stared at the clean
porcelain. Come on, Leonard. Turn around and walk out of this bathroom.
Take your wife and go home to your big house with the pictures of your kids all
over the shelves and desks and refrigerator. Loosen your tie, let the TV mumble
in the background, but don’t go into the living room and channel surf until you
hit the Clark Goodman show. At home, there’s no reason to think about any of
this. At home, you can do what you wanted from the beginning: ignore the
whole thing. Christine will ignore it too. You’ll be united, the perfect family.
And if there’s anything more, well—forgetting is easy.
I grabbed the stall lock and tried to slide it back, but it wouldn’t move. I
pinched harder but the metal bolt was wedged firmly. “Damn it.” I grappled at
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it with both hands. My fingers slipped on the little metal bud. I stepped back as
best I could in the cramped stall and took in the door, cool gray surface, sharp
corners. I considered ramming it with my shoulder, but that wouldn’t do any
good. The lock would still hold.
“Damn it!” I reached in the pocket of my suit jacket and felt around for
my phone, but all I found was a blue ballpoint. They’d asked me to hand my
over phone to the aide—Roger—before I went on air, and I hadn’t picked it up
on my way out.
Someone would come in soon. Someone had to. I almost sat on the toilet
to wait, but then remembered the white streak and thought better of it. This
couldn’t be happening. The fluorescent hum rang in my ears. I felt stuck,
helpless, waiting for some chance stranger to stop by and take pity on me. But
I couldn’t just stand there listening for footsteps. I’ve always fended for myself,
fought my way out of the tight places. This was no different.
I eyed the gap below the edge of the stall. It looked narrow, but there
were no other options. I gripped the silver support rod and eased myself down
until my knees touched the hard tile floor. Needles stabbed through my thick,
expensive pants and into my kneecaps. I struggled to maneuver my legs and
managed to get them around the side of the toilet. My black dress shoes braced
against the back of the stall. I ducked my head and pressed my chest against
the tiles, breathed in the urine and disinfectant. The strip of toilet paper from
the drain smeared across the breast pocket of my jacket. How many others
have used this stall, I wondered. How many have spattered their business on
this floor? How many have straightened their ties in the mirror over the sink or
scrawled graffiti on the walls? How many have snorted coke or hung their
heads and contemplated suicide or, hopefully, desperately tapped their feet
under the adjacent stall?
I’m going to get out! I can do it!
I got my elbows under me and wriggled forward, beneath the edge of the
stall, pushing with my feet against the base of the toilet so that it creaked and
grated on the tiles. With a thrust, I lurched forward toward freedom, but the
edge of the stall rammed into the small of my back like a guillotine. I stopped,
gasping for breath, and stared up at the bathroom door, a big reddish wood
slab framed by light from the hall. Damn it! My fingers made claws and
scrabbled on the slick tiles, not caring anymore what had been on that floor.
My mouth opened to shout for help, to hurl my voice against the bathroom
walls until my straining ears heard footsteps. But a thought stopped. I’m in a
news studio, for Christ’s sake! A palace for political parasites, trawling the
waters for degrading rumors, just waiting for something like this to happen.
And within their very walls! The sex tape would be only the tip of the iceberg.
Soon I would become America’s latest laughing stock, the congressman who got
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himself stuck in a bathroom stall. The homo who lay down on the proctologist’s
couch and never got up. The pervert who relieved himself after an interview
and tried to crawl out on his hands and knees.
My legs strained against the toilet, but I’d wedged myself too tightly. The
stall cut into my spine. My muscles burned. I gasped for breath, relented,
pushed again. The fluorescent lights beat down, shivering over the tiles like
cold strobes. Clorox and desperation filled the air, and bile stung the back of
my throat. I set my jaw, held in the screams, and pushed, pushed, pushed
against a structure I knew I could never move alone, toward a door that would
never open, and all I got back were sterile, ragged echoes.
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